Retraction of flawed articles is an important mechanism for correction of the scientific literature. We recently reported that the majority of retractions are associated with scientific misconduct. In the current study, we focused on the subset of retractions for which no misconduct was identified, in order to identify the major causes of error. Analysis of the retraction notices for 423 articles indexed in PubMed revealed that the most common causes of error-related retraction are laboratory errors, analytical errors, and irreproducible results. The most common laboratory errors are contamination and problems relating to molecular biology procedures (e.g., sequencing, cloning). Retractions due to contamination were more common in the past, whereas analytical errors are now increasing in frequency. A number of publications that have not been retracted despite being shown to contain significant errors suggest that barriers to retraction may impede correction of the literature. In particular, few cases of retraction due to cell line contamination were found despite recognition that this problem has affected numerous publications. An understanding of the errors leading to retraction can guide practices to improve laboratory research and the integrity of the scientific literature. Perhaps most important, our analysis has identified major problems in the mechanisms used to rectify the scientific literature and suggests a need for action by the scientific community to adopt protocols that ensure the integrity of the publication process. -Casadevall, A., Steen, R. G., Fang, F . C. Sources of error in the retracted scientific literature. FASEB J. 28, 000 -000 (2014). www.fasebj.org
Increasing concern has focused on the veracity and reliability of the scientific literature. Several studies have documented low rates of reproducibility of published literature and an alarming failure rate for preclinical observations that progress to clinical evaluation (2, 3) . The causes for the irreproducibility of many studies are poorly understood, but several explanations are emerging, including bias in publication and out-come reporting (4, 5) , insufficient statistical power (6) , group dynamics among scientists (7) , inadequate thresholds for statistical significance (8) , and research misconduct, which in extreme cases involves outright fraud (9) . Problems in the scientific enterprise are of great societal concern because science remains the best hope for findings solutions to some of humanity's greatest challenges (10) . The reliability of science has been recently questioned in the general media in such venues as The Economist (11, 12) and The New York Times (13) .
The retraction of a scientific article when the results are no longer considered to be valid plays a critical role in maintaining the integrity of the scientific literature (14) . Published articles may be retracted for a myriad of reasons, ranging from fraud to publisher error. Authors and publishers alike may be reluctant to retract an article, as retractions provide unequivocal evidence of failure. Each retraction represents a loss of time and resources, damage to the prestige of science, and the potential to mislead the course of science and medical practice (15, 16) . Hence, the frequency of retractions can be viewed as a surrogate marker of scientific failure, with the caveats that not all articles known to be erroneous are retracted, and the actual number of retractable articles in the literature is unknown. The rate of retraction of scientific articles is accelerating relative to the growth of the scientific literature (17) , although whether this reflects more misconduct or greater scrutiny continues to be debated (18) . In any event, the retracted literature provides opportunities to better understand the challenges of doing science and to improve the scientific enterprise.
We have previously categorized retractions as "honest" or "dishonest" to distinguish those resulting from error from those attributed to misconduct (19) . We hypothesized that analyzing the causes responsible for error-related retraction can provides insights into the failings of contemporary science. We have previously established that the majority of articles are retracted because of scientific misconduct, including data fabrication, data falsification, plagiarism, and duplicate publication (9) . Retractions due to misconduct may have devastating consequences for the careers of perpetrators, and their occurrence can undermine trust in the veracity of science. Although retractions due to honest error are less common than those for misconduct, articles retracted due to error are also increasing over time, and like those retracted for fraud, are associated with higher-impact journals than those retracted for plagiarism or duplicate publication (9) .
A published retraction notice usually contains an explanation of why an article was retracted, although the amount of detail provided can vary tremendously. Both misconduct-related and error-related retractions are heterogeneous, as there are multiple types of misconduct and error. In this study, we utilized a previously assembled retraction database (9) to investigate the causes of error-related retractions, with the overall goal of identifying patterns that can inform future scientific practice and reduce the occurrence of errors in science. To our knowledge this is the first systematic analysis of error in the scientific literature.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The database used for this study includes 2047 English language articles identified as retracted articles in PubMed as of May 3, 2012, and was previously compiled for a study that identified misconduct as the major cause for retraction in the scientific literature (9) . The present study focused on the 439 articles categorized as error-related retractions and unassociated with scientific misconduct. Because the original analysis in 2012, information has come to light regarding 16 of the articles that were originally classified as error related but have subsequently been reclassified as misconduct or possible misconduct; these were excluded, leaving 423 articles for this analysis. To understand the causes of error, the retraction notices were reviewed, and the causes of retraction were classified into 8 categories: irreproducibility, laboratory error, analytical error, contamination, control issues, programming problems, control problems, or other. Category assignment was made by a single reviewer (A.C.). Laboratory error included subcategories of unique errors, contamination, DNA-related errors, and control problems. Analytical errors included programming errors. The "other" category includes cases in which retraction was triggered by inadvertent duplicate publication on the part of the publisher. Errata were enumerated from PubMed as articles retrieved with the keyword "journal" [ALL FIELDS] and the keywords "corrigend*," "erratum," or "errata."
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We reviewed the retraction notices for 439 retracted articles published between 1979 and 2011 (9) , in which no misconduct was apparent, to identify a cause for the withdrawal of the article. This represents ϳ21% of the 2047 articles in the PubMed database that were retracted as of May 3, 2012, and 0.002% of the Ͼ20 million journal articles indexed as of that date. For 16 articles (3.6%), the cause for retraction was found to be misconduct or probable misconduct, based on information available since the compiling of the database (9); these articles were not further considered in the analysis.
The articles retracted due to error were found to have been retracted for one of 3 major causes: laboratory error (236, 55.8%), analytical error (80, 18.9%), or a lack of reproducibility (68, 16.1%) ( Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). For 39 articles (9%), the cause was indeterminate or failed to fall into one of the 3 major categories, and these were categorized as "other." The causes of retraction in these cases included publisher errors leading to duplicate publication, priority claim errors, and editorinitiated retractions due to manuscript errors. Errorrelated retractions originated from 31 countries, with a distribution similar to that previously observed for retractions due to misconduct or suspected misconduct (ref. 9 and Fig. 2) . Although PubMed entries are not indexed by country of origin, this most likely reflects the countries from which most research originates. The greater proportion of retractions for error from Canada and of retractions for misconduct from Germany is attributable to multiple retractions resulting from a single contamination event in Canada and a single dishonest investigator in Germany.
More than half of all error-related retractions were attributed to laboratory error. Although the majority of instances of laboratory error were unique circumstances, we were able to subdivide laboratory errors into unique laboratory errors (128, 54.2%), contamination (74, 31.3%), DNA sequencing and cloning errors (30, 12.7%), and problems with controls (4, 1.7%) ( Table  1 ). Unique laboratory errors were those that were specifically associated with the study in question and did not fall into the other categories. Laboratory errors sometimes resulted in multiple retractions when the error was propagated across different studies. For ex- ample, an error in an assay for measuring fospropofol drug concentration resulted in 6 retractions (20) . Contamination was the single largest cause of retraction due to laboratory error, accounting for half of all retractions. Isolated episodes of contamination sometimes resulted in multiple retractions when common reagents were used in multiple experiments. For example, an instance of contamination in which a reagent inadvertently contained cobra toxin or phospholipase resulted in the retraction of 13 articles (21), providing an example of the vulnerability of studies that rely on a single-source reagent.
We found that only 6 (1.4%) notices attributed the cause for retraction to contamination of cell lines or the use of inappropriate cells. The problem of crosscontamination of cell lines has been known for decades, but despite several calls to action to address this pervasive problem (22) (23) (24) , the biological research community has thus far not mounted an adequate response (25) . As early as 1981, a compilation of dozens of articles tainted by cell line contamination was published (26) . The problem has continued to be amply documented in the literature: a study of 550 leukemia cell lines found that 14.9% were contaminated with other cells (27) , and another study found widespread contamination of tumor cell lines (28) . Capes-Davis et al. (29) have compiled a list of Ͼ350 contaminated cell lines and stressed the need for validation of cell lines. Recently, a study using genetic cross-filing identified contamination in six commonly used human adenoid cystic carcinoma cell lines, including HeLa cells and cells from nonhuman species (30) . The paucity of retractions attributed to contaminated cell lines suggests that the literature contains many unretracted but potentially erroneous studies. Fields that rely heavily on the use of cell lines may be particularly affected by this problem, including cancer research, in which irreproducibility has been documented to be a major concern (2).
Analytical errors comprised the next largest category of retracted results, involving 18.9% of causes identified in error-related retraction notices. Unlike contamination, which is easily defined, analytical errors were a heterogeneous group that included errors in computer program coding, data transfer, data forms, spreadsheets, statistical analysis, calculations, crystallographic analysis, and histological interpretation. As with contamination of common reagents, analytical errors can result in multiple retractions for articles that rely on the same erroneous database or computer program. An error in an in-house program used for analyzing crystallographic data that inadvertently reversed two columns of data resulted in inverted electron density maps and led to the retraction of 5 articles (31) . It is noteworthy that the same program had been used for other articles in preparation (31); had the error not been caught, additional retractions would likely have resulted. Incorrect clinical data entry into case study forms led to 7 retractions (32) . Programming-and computer-related errors were blamed for 12 retractions. Recently, there has been increasing concern about the proliferation of commercial modeling programs that are used without a full understanding of the limitations of the source code and the assumptions made by users (33). It is, therefore, possible that programming errors will make a higher contribution to error in the future.
Retractions due to irreproducibility of published results accounted for 16.1% of error-related retractions ( Table 1 ). The irreproducibility category included all notices in which the authors withdrew a article and 
None
The author is now felt to have suffered from delusional parasitosis (52) .
Steinschneider
Pediatrics, 1972 Multiple cases of SIDS were reported in a single family.
None
The children's mother was convicted of murder (54).
Davenas et al.
Nature, 1988 Serial dilutions of anti-IgE that eliminated the presence of any anti-IgE molecules were reported to remain capable of stimulating basophil degranulation.
A team of observers visited the authors' laboratory and pronounced the results to be a "delusion" (56) . An independent group subsequently failed to reproduce the original findings (57), although their conclusions were not accepted by the original authors (58).
Fleischmann and
Pons (59) Journal of Electroanalytical Chemistry, 1989 Nuclear fusion was reported from the electrolysis of deuterium on the surface of a palladium electrode at room temperature ("cold fusion").
Erratum (60) Potential sources of error were identified (61) , and an independent group of physicists monitoring experiments in Pons' laboratory was unable to detect evidence of fusion (62).
Bagenal et al.
Lancet, 1990
Patients treated at a complementary therapy center for breast cancer exhibited higher mortality than those receiving conventional care.
None
A statistical analysis subsequently assessed the differences between cases and controls to be "so small that no conclusion could be made." (64) Chow et al. (43) Nature, 1993
Combinations of mutations conferring resistance to 3 antiretroviral drugs were incompatible with HIV replication.
Erratum (45), acknowledging that additional unrecognized mutations were present Other groups reported that multiresistant mutant HIV is still able to replicate (44, 65) .
Bellgrau et al.
Nature, 1995
Expression of CD95L (FasL) was reported to prevent rejection of mismatched transplanted tissue.
Erratum (containing a minor correction only) Other investigators were unable to reproduce the findings in other experimental systems (67) (68) (69) . The author of an accompanying commentary retracted his commentary (70).
Gugliotti et al.
Science, 2004 RNA was reported to form hexagonal palladium nanoparticles.
A former collaborator concluded that the hexagonal crystals were a solvent artifact (72, 73) . reported to be required for staphylococcal virulence.
Labandeira-Rey

None
Virulence phenotypes previously attributed to PVL found to be due to a mutation in the agr P2 promoter (75).
Wyatt et al. (76)
Science, 2010
Nonribosomal peptides (aureusimines) reported to be required for staphylococcal virulence.
Erratum (77), acknowledging second site mutation Virulence phenotypes previously attributed to aureusimines found to be due to a saeS mutation (78 cited an inability to reproduce prior results without providing an explanation for the problem. Clearly, this category must have included studies that were retracted due to laboratory and analytical errors, but the authors did not provide sufficient information in the retraction notice to make those assignments. The irreproducibility of the scientific literature has become a topic of increasing interest and concern, even in the general press (11-13). Numerous explanations have been suggested for the irreproducibility of scientific studies: inadequate characterization of key resources such as antibodies, model organisms, knockdown reagents, constructs, and cell lines (34) ; insufficiently detailed methods (35) ; publication bias favoring positive results (36) ; and random variations interpreted as significant results (37) . The latter problem is particularly relevant to the biological sciences, which comprise the majority of articles indexed in PubMed. An application of Bayesian tests suggests that the commonly accepted criterion for statistical significance (PՅ0.05) is not sufficiently stringent (8) , which could lead to false-positive associations that are not reproducible. The concern about reproducibility of scientific studies has led to the emergence of entities that offer to reproduce research results for a fee (38) . The pressure to publish has been blamed for reduced quality of scientific work. Brown and Ramaswamy analyzed the quality of protein structures and found an inverse correlation between quality and the impact factor of the journal in which the work was published, with the "worst offenders" regarding the publication of erroneous structural data being the high-impact general science journals (39) . This suggests that publishing incentives may perversely encourage haste and error. We attempted to discern temporal trends by comparing the causes for error before and after the year 2000 (Table 1) . This year was chosen arbitrarily because it represents a time roughly corresponding to the widespread introduction of several new technologies in the biological sciences, including next-generation DNA sequencing, mass spectrometry, and RNA interference. The number of retractions caused by unique laboratory error events increased from 27.0 to 32.7% (Pϭ0.0019), a trend that may reflect the increasing diversity of laboratory techniques used in biological research. Comparison of the pre-2000 and post-2000 retracted literature revealed no significant decrease in the prevalence of DNA sequencing-related errors despite improvements in the technologies available for DNA sequencing. Nevertheless, there were there interesting findings from the pre-2000 and post-2000 comparison. First, the number of retractions that admitted irreproducibility without providing an explanation was reduced from 23.3 to 11.5% (Pϭ0.0017). Although we do not know the explanation for this trend, it is possible that the cost of retraction in terms of reputation and prestige has led investigators to provide more information to support their actions and/or conclusions. Second, the number of retractions attributed to contamination was significantly reduced from 27 to 11.5% (Pϭ0.0002). Here, the explanation may be improved analytical techniques that provide more information with regard to sample purity. Furthermore, the widespread use of kits for carrying out molecular and biochemical techniques could be associated with a reduction in inadvertent contamination of reagents generated by individual investigators. However, just because a reagent originates from a commercial source does not guarantee its purity, and the increased reliance on commercial reagents raises the possibility that contamination at the source could simultaneously impact many laboratories. Third, there was a significant increase in retractions attributed to analytical error, rising from 12.2 to 23.1% (Pϭ0.01). Although it may be too early to identify the causes for this trend, it is possible that studies that generate large amounts of numerical data make data manipulation errors more likely (40) .
We acknowledge several limitations to this study. First, by necessity, we relied on information in retraction notices to describe the source of error accurately. Such information has been shown to be potentially misleading, such as when misconduct is disguised by invoking error or irreproducibility (9) . Second, the information in retraction notices represents the authors' version of events, and such notices do not generally receive peer review. Third, the number of retractions studied represents a small fraction of all problematic articles in the literature. Our experience with the paucity of retractions caused by cell contamination despite widespread recognition of the problem suggests that there may be biases in the type of studies that are retracted, such that in some fields, the retraction option is not used as frequently as it should. Fourth, the information quality in retraction notices is highly variable, ranging from detailed explanations to terse and uninformative statements. Fifth, there is a striking lack of uniformity among journals in the quality of retraction notices (41) . However, these limitations also suggest areas where the literature can be improved. For example, establishing criteria for retraction notices and for standardizing the information in notices could significantly improve this aspect of the scientific literature.
Although the number of problematic articles in the literature cannot be precisely ascertained, it is almost Irreproducibility "Thus, our own present findings, along with those from other laboratories, contradict major findings from our previous report."
20134478
Increase redundancy in experimental design, more replications, aim for more robust statistics
Lab error
Data entry "Incorrect data were found to have been included on the case report forms and subsequently in the databases of some studies."
15504385 Double entry or the creation of duplicate databases (81) Data pertaining to a dopamine receptor D4 (DRD4) polymorphism, rs4646984, was mistakenly pasted into a column containing serotonin transporter gene (5-HTTLPR) data.
20050156
Contamination "The cell line ACC3 which was used in the study . . . was reportedly found cross contaminated with HeLa."
22359742
Cell line authentication and good cell line practice (24, 25) Selection "The mice that had been ordered for the experiments described in our published article were, in fact, mistakenly mice that were doubly deficient in . . . receptor."
21209288
Double check critical reagents, preferably by a second individual DNA related "A mistake was made during the sequencing of the smk-1 allele from the. . .strain that was used in our studies."
20584918
Validation of results by independent methods and incorporating more redundancy into experimental design Methodological problem that resulted in a misidentification of a pseudogene as a novel mutation.
21135394
"Resequencing of the cDNA clone obtained in the Y2H screen resolved a particularly GC-rich region upstream of the calcyon start codon that had been misread before and indicated that the calcyon coding sequence is out of frame with the GAL4 activation domain." the numbers of bacilli present in the lungs." "We rechecked the original data and found that the equation used to correct for differences in weights between groups of animals was incorrect."
3882286
Programming Coding error As a result of a bug in the Perl script used to compare estimated trees with true trees, the clade confidence measures were sometimes associated with the incorrect clades.
17658946
Validate program outputs with known databases and results
Controls "A change in international convention of testing occurred between the time that the majority of controls were investigated and the time that the majority of patients were investigated. We incorrectly assumed these tests to be entirely equivalent."
9303950
Identification of correct control group Example quotations are taken from the retraction notice. PMID refers to the retraction notice.
certain that retraction notices represent a small fraction of the erroneous literature. A number of articles widely regarded as erroneous remain in the literature despite published concerns and in some instances, calls for their retraction (some prominent examples are listed in Table 2 ). The paucity of retractions for contaminated cell lines suggests that problematic articles in some scientific fields may be ignored without being retracted. The mechanism of issuing errata or retracting articles is a useful tool to correct isolated errors, but errors that systematically affect entire fields (like cell contamination) require other remedies, such as the development of new standards moving forward. The percentage of scientific articles requiring correction ranges from 0.5% to Ͼ3%, depending on the field (42) . Many corrections are minor, do not undermine the central conclusions of an article, and may be noted in errata (publisher's corrections) or corrigenda (authors' corrections). The incidence of errata and corrigenda has been stable over time, whereas the incidence of error-related retractions has been rising over the past 3 decades (Fig. 3) . This suggests that errata/corrigenda and error-related retractions are independent and largely unrelated phenomena. However, we have occasionally observed correction notices that report major problems with publications. For example a report in Nature in 1993 that combination antiviral chemotherapy halted HIV replication (43) was later found to be erroneous (44) , but a correction was issued instead of a retraction (ref. 45 and Table 2 ). Recently, a bacterium was reported to incorporate arsenic rather than phosphorus into its DNA (46) . This sensational finding was subsequently shown to be erroneous (47, 48) , and the journal issued an editor's note (49) , yet the original article has not been retracted. In other instances, we note that authors of erroneous articles have responded to criticism in a prompt and transparent manner (50), and we laud their actions as an example of the selfcorrecting nature of science.
In summary, the present study suggests that a few broad categories of error are responsible for the majority of error-related retractions. These categories suggest general areas in which scientists are most likely to encounter problems during the conduct of research. Some retraction notices provide details regarding how errors were discovered, which, in turn, suggest ways in which such problems may be avoided in the future. Many encountered problems could have been avoided by an experimental design that was more robust, incorporated more controls, or included independent secondary methods to verify results. For example, the ubiquity of contamination, with its potential for unraveling multiple studies, suggests the need for greater attention to the characterization of reagents, cell lines, vectors, etc. Errors involving the inadvertent use of incorrect cell lines might be reduced by the generation of validated bar-coded cell lines that can be easily verified before carrying out experimental work, a step that has been formally proposed by an international panel of scientists (25) . We have suggested the use of checklists as a mechanism for reducing error (19) , and the journal Nature has recently introduced a presubmission checklist in an effort to reduce error in manuscripts. We conclude that the analysis of error in the retracted literature has the potential to improve science by informing the best practices for research. Given the high personal, financial, and societal costs associated with erroneous scientific literature, the implementation of research practices to reduce error has the potential to significantly improve the scientific enterprise. On the basis of our analysis of the retracted literature, we suggest the adoption of specific measures to reduce experimental error ( Table 3) .
Finally, and perhaps most important, our analysis has revealed major problems in the mechanisms used to correct the scientific literature. These problems range from inadequate information in retraction notices to the continued presence of publications known to be erroneous in the literature and the use of errata to report major flaws in articles that should instead be retracted. Both the scientific community and society are dependent on the integrity and veracity of the scientific literature, which is now being questioned in the general media (11-13). This raises concern that future public support for the scientific enterprise could be eroded, and scientific findings of major societal importance might not be heeded. We are hopeful that our findings, together with our previous report that the majority of retractions are due to misconduct (9), will stimulate discussion to develop standards for dealing with error in the scientific literature and actions to improve its integrity.
